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while pier paolo pasolinis porcile is a study of two men caught in a timeless
cycle of generational violence, rivetses 1967 a girl is a gun is an

examination of a similar cycle involving a 14-year-old girl, the unforgettable
four-and-a-half-hour re-edit of out 1: spectre. the narrative initially follows

the adult women identifying a young girl in hiding from the resistance during
wwii. the girl and her family later enter the resistance and end up battling

both the nazis and their french collaborators for control of the territory. this
is the crowning achievement in rivetts cinematic work, a work which will

both inform and leave audiences breathless. rivetts epic le dpart is a
transgressive take on the greek tragedy of oedipus rex. it begins when a
young couple, sunk in poverty and debt, visits paris to sell their daughter,

miette, to a rich upper class family. over the course of five days, their
relationship is inevitably strained, and miettes marriage to her father, the

marquis (rivetts regular jean-pierre ami) is doomed. meanwhile, a man
without a country shatters a bourgeois world and becomes a god-like figure
in the people s revolution, prompting rivetts to ask the question: who is he?

and, of course, who are we all? sunday, april 2, 4:00pm laud would later
(1980) star in truffauts jules et jim and has an incredibly resonant presence
in rivets first feature, avec l amour. rivets places lauds onscreen charisma
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front and center and portrays him in intimate and ironic modes. the
filmmaker s gaze is never distant, and the relationship between laud and an

often-unresponsive christine (lily connors) is one that grows, not because
the situation demands it, but because of their constant communication. as
for rivetts outrageous avec l amour, truffaut claimed the film was too much

for the french public to accept,but the iconoclastic new wave film has
remained a major influence on popular cinema.
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truffaut is known for
staging mesmerizing

scenes with a
minimum of dialogue,
and he orchestrates
avec l amour with
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remarkable symmetry
and grace. but, like

any great work of art,
the film is about more

than its formal
elements. it questions
how young adults can
find love in a world of
cynical hedonism, and
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how precious is that
love. it also challenges
our own ideals about

what it means to love.
avec l amour is not
just one of the most

complex and
ambitious movies of

the decade, but one of
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the most powerful.
highlights include

orson wells seminal
collaboration with
godard la chinoise,
oscar-winning my
night at maudsens

oens with jean
dujardin, and the
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rarely seen western
thundering herds

starring alain delon,
laud, and pierre
brasseur. weekly

programs take place
the first sunday of

every month;
additional sessions
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can be purchased for
the festival. a

schedule of the
festival can be viewed

on the festival
website: http://www.je
wishfilmfestival.org/sc

hedule . a pair of
american robbers, a
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likeable and funny son
of the west coast, and
a likeable and good-
natured thief of the
east coast, team up

for a hold up. the east
coast? an emaciated

college student (bruno
kirby), wannabe writer
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(j. hoberman), and
hotshot gambler (brett

halsey). while the
movie itself has a

distinct low-budget
feel (the film was shot
for $26,000) and only

once does it take
place in an actual
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bank, it remains an
admirable attempt at
a big-budget béte-à-
ête. one of the best

films of 1964, it was a
sort of dry run for the
ostentatious, boozy,
and inspiring easy

rider a year later. print
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